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We express our interest in creating a secondary K0
L beam in Hall D to be used with the GlueX

experimental setup for spectroscopy of excited hyperons through formation as well as production
processes.

At first stage an electron beam from CEBAF, with a current in the range Ie = 3 − 5 µA, will
interact with a radiator to produce bremsstrahlung photon beam. The collimated photon beam,
impinging on secondary 1-2 radiation length Be target installed 85 m downstream the tagger radiator
will produce a flow of K0

L mesons, which then interacts with a physics target installed 16 m further
downstream. To stop the photon beam a thick lead absorber (l ≈ 30 radiation lengths) will be
inserted into the beamline and will be followed by a sweeping magnet to deflect produced charged
particles flow. Our preliminary simulations show that neutron rate on physics target will be less than
the kaon rate for pKL > 2 GeV/c, this neutron rate will only be an order of magnitude larger than
the K-long rate for momenta in the range of 1 < P < 2GeV/c and increase at very low momenta,
which will be cut out with the time-of-flight. This is one of the great advantages of K0

L production
in electromagnetic interactions, as opposed to the case of primary proton beams, where the rate
of neutrons is about 103 times higher than that of K0

L [1], which creates a huge rate of neutron
initiated events.

We estimated the flux of K0
L beam on the GlueX physics target in the range of few times 103/sec

up to 104/sec, to be compared to about 102KL/sec used at SLAC in LASS experiment [2] and
almost comparable to charged kaon rates obtained at AGS [3] and elsewhere in the past. Momenta
of neutral kaons will be measured using time-of-flight technique. Our studies show ∆p/p ≈ 0.5% of
K0

L momenta can be achieved.
These measurements will allow studies of very poorly known multiplets of Λ, Σ, Ξ, and Ω hyperons

with unprecedented statistical precision, and have a potential to observe dozens of predicted (but
heretofore unobserved) states and to establish the quantum numbers of already observed hyperons
listed in PDG [4].

The possibility to run with polarized target (e.g. FROST) , and measuring recoil polarization of
hyperons will open up a new avenue to the complete experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our current understanding of strong interactions is embedded in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). However, QCD
being a basic theory, extremely successful in explaining the plethora of experimental data in the perturbative regime,
faces significant challenges to describe the properties of hadrons in non-perturbative regime. Constituent Quark
Model (CQM) is surprisingly successful in explaining spectra of hadrons, especially in the ground state; however,
CQM appears to be too naive to describe properties of excited states. It is natural that excited states are not simply
explained with spatial excitations of constituent quarks, but it is an effective representation revealing complicated
interactions of quarks and gluons inside. Hadron spectroscopy aims to provide a comprehensive description of hadron
structure based on quark and gluon degrees of freedom. Despite many successes in observing hundreds of meson
and baryon states experimentally we haven’t succeeded to either observe or rule out existence of glueballs, hybrids
and multi quark systems; although it is tempting to explain recently observed X, Y, Z [4] states as first evidences
of tetra-quarks. An extensive experimental program is developed to search for hybrids in the GlueX experiment at
JLab. Over the last decade, significant progress in our understanding of baryons made of light (u, d) quarks have
been made in CLAS. However, systematic studies of excited hyperons are very much lacking with only decades old
very scarce data filling the world database in many channels. In this experiment we propose to fill this gap and study
spectra of excited hyperons using the modern CEBAF facility with the aim to use proposed secondary K0

L beam the
physics target of the GlueX experiment in Hall D. The goal is to study KL − p and KL − d interactions and do the
baryon spectroscopy for the strange baryon sector.

Our current experimental knowledge of strange resonances is far worse than our knowledge of N and ∆ resonances;
however, within the quark model, they are no less fundamental. Clearly there is a need to learn about baryon
resonances in the “strange sector” to have a complete understanding of three-quark bound states.

Unlike in the cases with pion or photon beams, kaon beams are crucial to provide the data needed to identify and
characterize the properties of hyperon resonances.

The masses and widths of the lowest mass baryons were determined with kaon-beam experiments in the 1970s [4].
First determination of pole positions, for instance for Λ(1520), were obtained only recently from analysis of Hall A
measurement at JLab [5]. An intense kaon beam would open a window of opportunity not only to locate missing
resonances, but also to establish properties including decay channels systematically for higher excited states.

A comprehensive review of physics opportunities with meson beams is presented in a recent paper [6]. Importance
of baryon spectroscopy in strangeness sector was discussed in Ref. [7].

II. REACTIONS THAT COULD BE STUDIED WITH K0
L BEAM

1. Elastic and charge-exchange reactions

K0
Lp→ K0

Sp (1)

K0
Lp→ K+n (2)

2. Two-body reactions producing S = −1 hyperons

K0
Lp→ π+Λ (3)

K0
Lp→ π+Σ0 (4)

3. Three-body reactions producing S = −1 hyperons

K0
Lp→ π+π0Λ (5)

K0
Lp→ π+π0Σ0 (6)

K0
Lp→ π0π0Σ+ (7)

K0
Lp→ π+π−Σ+ (8)

K0
Lp→ π+π−Σ− (9)
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4. Two- and three-body reactions producing S = −2 hyperons

K0
Lp→ K+Ξ0 (10)

K0
Lp→ π+K+Ξ− (11)

K0
Lp→ K+Ξ0∗ (12)

K0
Lp→ π+K+Ξ−∗ (13)

5. Three-body reactions producing S = −3 hyperons

K0
Lp→ K+K+Ω− (14)

K0
Lp→ K+K+Ω−∗ (15)

Reactions 10-15 will be discussed in more detail below.

III. THE K0
L BEAM IN HALL D

In this chapter we describe photo-production of secondary K0
L beam in Hall D.

At the first stage, Ee = 12 GeV electrons produced at CEBAF will scatter in a radiator in the tagger vault,
generating intensive beam of bremsstrahlung photons. At the second stage, bremsstrahlung photons interact with Be
target placed on a distance 16 m upstream of liquid hydrogen (LH2) target of GlueX experiment in Hall D producing
K0
L beam. To stop photons a 30 radiation length lead absorber will be installed in the beamline followed by sweeping

magnet to deflect the flow of charged particles. The flux of KL on (LH2) target of GlueX experiment in Hall D
will be measured with pair spectrometer upstream the target. Momenta of KL particles will be measured using the
time-of-flight between RF signal of CEBAF and start counters surrounding LH2 target. Schematic view of beamline
is presented in Fig.1. The bremsstrahlung photons, created by electrons at a distance about 85 m upstream, hit the
Be target and produce K0

L mesons along with neutrons and charged particles. The lead absorber of ∼30 radiation
length is installed to absorb photons exiting Be target. The sweeping magnet deflects any remaining charged particles
(leptons or hadrons) remaining after the absorber. The pair spectrometer will monitor the flux of K0

L through the
decay rate of kaons at given distance about 10 m from Be target.
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bends where loss is most likely.  Ion chambers (ICs) will be positioned near the radiator to 
detect beam loss in a thick target.  The existing CEBAF Beam Loss Accounting (BLA) System 
will include a cavity monitor at the electron beam dump.  The BLM, ICs, and BLA trip the 
beam off through the FSD network when a fault is detected.  If any gate valve closes or there is 
a vacuum failure the beam will also be disabled.  The Beam Envelope Limit System (BELS) 
monitors the total beam power in CEBAF to ensure the JLab operations and DOE safety 
envelopes are not exceeded.  The existing BELS has been extended to account for beam power 
directed to the tagger/Hall D.  Energy calculated from the BTM is multiplied with the value of 
the current measured in the BCA system.  A local limit for the tagger area will provide 
protection for the beam dump.  In addition, the beam power in the electron dump is combined 
with the beam power for the other experimental areas to verify the total beam power for the 
facility. 

 
 
 

5. Figures 

!

Figure!1!Overview!sketch!of!the!Tagger!Hall!and!experimental!Hall!D.!The!configuration!of!walls!and!shielding!is!
from!the!original!design.!

Be target

16 m

GlueX Beamline for K0L 

Main components: 
Photon Radiator  

Be target 
Lead absorber 

Sweeping Magnet 
Pair spectrometer 

sweeping magnet

FIG. 1: Schematic view of Hall D beamline. See a text for explanation.
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Here we outline experimental conditions and simulated flux of K0
L based on GEANT4 and known cross sections of

underlying subprocesses [8–10].

• An electron beam with energy Ee = 12 GeV and current Ie = 5 µA (maximum possible, limited by the Hall D
beam dump).

• A thickness of radiator 5 % radiation length.

• Primary Be target with R = 4 cm, L = 40 cm.

• LH2 target with R = 2 cm, L = 30 cm.

• Distance between Be and LH2 targets 16 m.

The expected flux of K0
L mesons integrated in the range of momenta P = 0.3 − 10GeV/c will be ≈ 2000 K0

L/sec
on the physics target of the GlueX setup.

In a more aggressive scenario with

• A thickness of radiator 10%.

• Be target with a length L = 60 cm.

• LH2 target with R = 3 cm.

The expected flux of K0
L mesons integrated over the same momentum range will increase to ≈ 104K0

L/sec.

In addition to these requirements it will require lower repetition rate of electron beam with ∼ 40 ns spacing
between bunches to have enough time to measure time-of-flight of the beam momenta and to avoid an overlap of
events produced from alternating pulses. Lower repetition rate was already successfully used by G0 experiment in
Hall C at JLab [11].

The radiation length of the radiator needs further studies in order to estimate the level of radiation and required
shielding in the tagger region. During this experiment all photon beam tagging detector systems and electronics will
be removed.

The final flux of K0
L is presented with 10% radiator, corresponding to maximal rate .

In the production of a beam of neutral kaons, an important factor is the rate of neutrons as background. As it is
well known, the ratio R = Nn/NK0

L
is on the order 103 from primary proton beams [1], the same ratio with primary

electromagnetic interactions is much less. This is illustrated in Fig.2, which presents the rate of kaons and neutrons
as a function of the momentum, which resembles similar behavior as it was measured at SLAC [2].

IV. EXPECTED RATES

In this section we discuss expected rates of events for some selected reactions. The production of Ξ hyperons has
been measured only with charged kaons with very low statistical precision and never with primary K0

L beam. In Fig.3
left and middle panels show existing data for the octet ground state Ξ’s with theoretical model predictions for W
(the reaction center of mass energy) distribution. On the right panel, a similar model prediction [13] is presented
with expected experimental points and statistical error for 10 days of running with our proposed setup with a beam
intensity 2000KL/sec is presented using missing mass of K+ in the reaction K0

L + p → K+Ξ0 without detection of
any decay products of Ξ.

The physics of excited hyperons is not well explored, remaining essentially at the pioneering stages of ’70s-’80s. This
is especially true for Ξ∗(S = −2) and Ω∗(S = −3) hyperons. For example, the SU(3) flavor symmetry allows as many
S = −2 baryon resonances, as there are N and ∆ resonances combined (≈ 27); however, until now only three [ground
state Ξ(1382)1/2+, Ξ(1538)3/2+, and Ξ(1820)3/2−] have their quantum numbers assigned and few more states have
been observed [4]. The status of Ξ baryons is summarized In a table presented in Fig.4 together with quark model
predicted states [14].

Historically the Ξ∗ states were intensively searched for mainly in bubble chamber experiments using the K−p
reaction in ’60s-’70s. The cross section was estimated to be on the order of 1-10 µb at the beam momenta up to
10 GeV/c. In ’80s-’90s, the mass or width of ground and some of excited states were measured with a spectrometer
in the CERN hyperon beam experiment. Few experiments have studied cascade baryons with the missing mass
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FIG. 2: The rate of neutrons (open symbols) and K0
L (full squares) on LH2 target of Hall D as a function of their

momenta simulated with different MC generators with 104K0
L/sec.

technique. In 1983, the production of Ξ∗ resonances up to 2.5 GeV were reported from p(K−,K+) reaction from the
measurement of the missing mass of K+ [15]. In Fig.5, missing mass squared of K+ from the reaction p(K−,K+) is
presented for two different spectrometer settings.

The experimental situation with Ω−∗’s is even worse than the Ξ∗ case, there are very few data for excited states.
The main reason for such a scarce dataset in multi strange hyperon domain is mainly due to very low cross section in
indirect production with pion or in particular photon beams. In Fig.6 on the left panel, we present cross section of Ω
production with K− beam [16].

The current status of Ω hyperons is summarized in Fig.7. Observed states are grouped in the rightmost column
showing that essentially only ground state Ω− quantum numbers are identified. One also has to mention significant
progress made recently by lattice QCD calculations of excited baryon states [23, 24].

A major effort in lattice gauge calculations of the spectrum of QCD is dealing with inelastic and multi-hadron
scattering amplitudes, and the first calculation to study an inelastic channel has recently been performed [26] and
[27]. An advantage of baryons containing one or more strange quarks for lattice calculations is that then number of
open decay channels is in general smaller than for baryons comprising only the light u and d quarks.

In Fig.8, baryon spectra from [23] are presented in units of Ω mass from lattice QCD calculations from ensemble
with mπ = 391 MeV. The experimental situation for higher excited states is essentially unknown and it requires
significant efforts to map out these states. Moreover, lattice calculations show that there are many states with strong
gluonic content in positive parity sector for all baryons, presented by symbols with thick borders. The reason why
hybrid baryons have not attracted the same attention as hybrid mesons is mainly due to the fact that they lack
manifest “exotic” character. Although it is difficult to distinguish hybrid baryon states, there is significant theoretical
insight to be gained from studying spectra of excited baryons, particularly in a framework that can simultaneously
calculate properties of hybrid mesons [23, 25]. Therefore this program will be very much complementary to the GlueX
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Total cross section results with individual resonances switched off (a) for K− + p → K+ + Ξ− and (b)
for K− + p → K0 + Ξ0. The blue lines represent the full result shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The red dashed lines, which almost
coincide with the blue lines represent the result with Λ(1890) switched off. The green dash-dotted lines represent the result
with Σ(2030) switched off and the magenta dash-dash-dotted lines represent the result with Σ(2250)5/2− switched off.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Kaon angular distributions in the center-of-mass frame (a) for K− + p → K+ + Ξ− and (b) for
K− + p → K0 + Ξ0. The blue lines represent the full model results. The red dashed lines show the combined Λ hyperons
contribution. The magenta dash-dotted lines show the combined Σ hyperons contribution. The green dash-dash-dotted line
corresponds to the contact term. The numbers in the upper right corners correspond to the centroid total energy of the system
W . Note the different scales used. The experimental data (black circles) are the digitized version as quoted in Ref. [50] from the
original work of Refs. [31–34, 36, 37] for the K− +p → K+ +Ξ− reaction and of Ref. [30, 36, 37, 40] for the K− +p → K0 +Ξ0

reaction.

p → K+ + Ξ− and K− + p → K0 + Ξ0 are shown in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, in the energy domain up
to W = 2.8 GeV for the former and up to W = 2.5 GeV
for the latter reaction. Overall, the model reproduces
the data quite well. There seem to be some discrepancies
for energies W = 2.33 to 2.48 GeV in the charged Ξ−

production. Our model underpredicts the yield around
cos θ = 0. As in the total cross sections, the data for the
neutral Ξ0 production are fewer and less accurate than

for the charged Ξ− production. In particular, the Ξ0

production data at W = 2.15 GeV seems incompatible
with those at nearby lower energies and that the present
model is unable to reproduce the observed shape at back-
ward angles. It is clear from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) that the
charged channel shows a backward peaked angular dis-
tributions, while the neutral channel shows enhancement
for both backward and forward scattering angles (more
symmetric around cos θ = 0) for all but perhaps the high-
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p → K+ + Ξ− and K− + p → K0 + Ξ0 are shown in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, in the energy domain up
to W = 2.8 GeV for the former and up to W = 2.5 GeV
for the latter reaction. Overall, the model reproduces
the data quite well. There seem to be some discrepancies
for energies W = 2.33 to 2.48 GeV in the charged Ξ−

production. Our model underpredicts the yield around
cos θ = 0. As in the total cross sections, the data for the
neutral Ξ0 production are fewer and less accurate than

for the charged Ξ− production. In particular, the Ξ0

production data at W = 2.15 GeV seems incompatible
with those at nearby lower energies and that the present
model is unable to reproduce the observed shape at back-
ward angles. It is clear from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) that the
charged channel shows a backward peaked angular dis-
tributions, while the neutral channel shows enhancement
for both backward and forward scattering angles (more
symmetric around cos θ = 0) for all but perhaps the high-

Cascade production on proton with K beam 

Estimated measurement 
for 10 days exposition 

Existing measurements in 
charged channels 

FIG. 3: Upper panel: a) cross section for existing world data for K− + p→ K+Ξ− reaction; b) the same for the

reaction K− + p→ K0Ξ0 as a function of W with theoretical curves from [12]. The blue lines represent the full

results. The red dashed lines, the result with Λ(1890) switched off. The green dash-dotted lines, that with Σ(2030)

switched off and the magenta dash-dash-dotted lines represent the result with Σ(2250)5/2− switched off. On the

lower panel we show our expected measurements of the reaction K0
L + p→ K+Ξ0 with statistical errors for 10 days

of running with a beam intensity 2000KL/sec overlaid on theoretical prediction [13].

physics program for hybrid mesons.
The proposed experiment with a beam intensity 104KL/sec will result in about 2× 105 Ξ∗’s and 4× 103 Ω∗’s per

month.
A similar program for KN scattering is under development at J-PARC with charged kaon beams [28]. The current

maximum momentum of secondary beamline of 2 GeV/c is available at the K1.8 beamline. The beam momentum of
2 GeV/c corresponds to

√
s=2.2 GeV in the K−p reaction which is not enough to generate even the first excited Ξ∗

state predicted in the quark model. However, there are plans to create high energy beamline in the momentum range
5-15 GeV/c to be used with the spectrometer commonly used with the J-PARC P50 experiment which will lead to
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3

and Karl [3]. The 12 excited states were predicted up to 2 GeV/c2, whereas only ⌅(1820) is identified as JP = 3/2�

state with three stars.

FIG. 1. Black bars: Predicted ⌅ spectrum based on the quark model calculation [3]. Colored bars: Observed states. The two
ground states and ⌅(1820) are shown in the column of JP = 1/2+, 2/3�, respectively. Other unknown JP states are plotted in
the rightest column. The number represents the mass and the size of the box corresponds to the width of each state.

Recently it is pointed out that there are two distinct excitation modes when a baryon contains one heavy flavor
inside, and the separation of these two modes possibly good enough even at the strange quark mass [4]. Baryons
which contain single (Qqq) and double (QQq) strange and/or charm flavors might be understood as a “dual” system
based on the spatial parametrization concerning a diquark contribution of (qq) and (QQ). In this sense, it should be
noted that cascades and charmed baryons are expected to be closely related.

The ⌅⇤ states were intensively searched for mainly in bubble chamber experiments using the K�p reaction in ’60s �
’70s. The cross section was estimated to be an order of 1 � 10 µb at the beam momentum up to ⇠10 GeV/c. In ’80s
� ’90s, the mass or width of ground or some excited states were measured with a spectrometer in the CERN hyperon
beam experiment. There has been a few experiments to study cascade baryons with the missing mass technique. In
1983, the production of ⌅⇤ resonances up to 2.5 GeV/c2 were reported from the missing mass measurement of the
p(K�, K+) reaction, using multi-particle spectrometer at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [5]. Figure 2 shows
squared missing mass spectra of p(K�, K+) reaction. With ten times intense kaon beam combined with 5 � 10
times better resolution, each sates is expected to be clearly stated even without tagging any decay particles in the
p(K�, K+) reaction.

II. THE PHYSICS CASE

The physics case and experimental method are reviewed in the following.

FIG. 4: Black bars: Predicted Ξ spectrum based on the quark model calculation [14]. Colored bars: Observed

states. The two ground octet and decuplet states together with Ξ(1820) in the column JP = 3/2− are shown in red

color. Other observed states with unidentified spin-parity are plotted in the rightest column.

expected yield of (3− 4)× 105 Ξ∗’s and 103 Ω∗’s per month.
As one can see our proposed experiment with KL beam will be of similar statistical power as that in J-PARC with

charged kaons.
An experimental program with kaon beams will be much richer and allow to perform a complete experiment using

polarized target and measuring recoil polarization of hyperons. This studies are under way to find an optimal solution
for GlueX setup.

V. SUMMARY

In summary we intend to create high intensityKL beam using photoproduction processes from a secondary Be target.
A flux as high as 104KL/sec could be achieved. Momenta of KL beam particles will be measured with TOF with
∆P/P ≈ 0.5%. The flux of kaon beam will be measured through partial detection of π+π− decay products from their
decay to π+π−π0 by exploiting similar procedure used by LASS experiment at SLAC [2]. Besides using unpolarized
LH2 target currently installed in GlueX experiment additional studies are needed to find the optimal choice of polarized
targets. This proposal will allow to measure KN scattering with different final states including production of strange
and multi strange baryons with unprecedented statistical precision to test QCD in non perturbative domain. It has
a potential to distinguish between different quark models and test lattice QCD predictions for excited baryon states
with strong hybrid content.
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~ ~ I s function of incident K momentum (P~, b), and
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of P~, b values. An empirical relationship for the
variation of two-body production in the reaction
K P-"*K' js
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FIG. 3. Missing mass squared {X)for K +p K+
+X. (a) Acceptance. (b) Kz, cross hatched areas
are events with detected A-p~. (c) Kz. Smooth
curves in (b) and (c) are fits to background plus reso-
nances.

v =AP), b "
with & -3.o to 3.5.' A source of data for such re-
actions comes from the CERN 4.2-GeV/c bubble-
chamber experiment. "Table l also lists the
computed cross sections using & =3.5 and shows
that there is good agreement with our measure-
ment for all the well-established = states.
Many experiments have observed the four well

established states =(1317), (1530), +1820), and
-"(2030).' The downstream MPS detectors enabled
the detection of A's associated with some of the
events, and helped in verifying that the bumps
indeed behave like particles. The =(1317),
:-(1530), and (1820) have &'s in over 95Vo of
their decays. A selection is indicated in the
shaded region of Fig. 3(b), and in fact, about 50'%%uo

of the events in these three peaks have a detect-
ed A, consistent with the observation probability
of the A.
=(2030) is not observed in the cross-hatched

area in Fig. 3(b), as expected, because it decays
predominantly to &K where only 20'fo have a de-
tected A. The difference in cross section for the
:-(2030) between K~ and Ks is attributed to statis-
tical fluctuations. No ~ selection is presented

TABLE I. Reported = states are listed in column 1. The PDG (Particle Data Group) status (Ref. 3) is listed in
column 2 (4 means well established, 1 means weakly established). FWHM are the detector resolutions. The cross-
section errors are statistical first and systematic second. An extrapolation of the K p K+ - * cross sections
from the 4.2-GeV/c experiment is in column 9 (0«&zpp) The last column has the weighted average cross sections
for (1820) and - (2030) and the best value from either detector for the other states—errors are statistical only.
The upper-limit cr 's are 95% confidence level.

Mass FTHM
State PGD (MeV) (MeV)

Mass
(MeV)

KB
FWHM
(Mev) ( p, b)

+extra p
(pb)

K~ and/or K~
CT Mass

(p, b) (MeV)

=(1320)
=-(1530)
- (1630)
=(1680)
=(1820)
- (1940)
"„-(2030)
„--(2120)
=(2250)
=(2370)
=(2500)

2218+ 6

4 1320+ 6
4 1541+12
2
2
3 1823+ 6
2
3 2022+ 9
1
1
2
2

158
106

49

7.2+ 0.6+ 0.6
2.8+ 0.6+ 0.2

& 1.Q
3.4+ 0.6+ 0.3

& 1.3
1.1+0.6+ 0.1

& 1.1
2.0+ 1.0+ 0.2 2197~ 12

2356 + 10
2505+ 10

32
36
36

1813+ 15 92

2022 + 12 63

2.7 +
& 0.8
2.1+

& 1.4
1.0+
0.9+
1.0+

7.4
2.7

0.7+ 0.2 3.0

0.5 + 0.2 1.5

0.3+ 0.1
0.3+ 0.1
0.5+ 0.1

7.2 + 0.6 1320+ 6
2.8 + 0.6 1541+ 12

& 1.Q
3.1+0.5 1822 + 6

& 0.8
1.7+ 0.4 2022+ 7

& 1.1
1.0+ 0.3 2214 + 5
0.9+ 0.3 2356+ 10
1.0+ 0.5 2505+ 10

953

FIG. 5: Missing mass squared of K+ from the reaction p(K−,K+) [15]: a) the acceptance for two different settings

of the spectrometer; b) and c) missing mass squared for these two different settings.
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TABLE 2 
Inclusive ~2 cross sections 

417 

Beam energy o(K p ~ ~2 X) 

4.2 0.5 -+0.1 /~b 
4.9 0.9 ÷ 0.7/Lb 
5.5 a) 1.35 ÷ 0.75 ktb 
6.0 1.3 ± 0.7 yb 
6.5 (this experiment) 1.4 + 0.6/zb 

10.0 b) 4.2 -+ 1.2 p~b 
14.3 c) 3.3 + 1.4/~b 

a)Multiply quoted figure of 0.9 ± 0.5 ~b for ~ ~ AK by 3 
b)Multiply quoted figure of 2.5 ± 0.7/Lb for ~2 ~ AK by 23 and by 1.t to correct for scanning loss. 

10 C)Multiply quoted figure of 2.4 ± 1.0/zb by t~ to find cross section for ~2 ~ AK and by 3 to find 
total cross section. 

10 

-1 
z 1.C o i-- ,,o, 
i f )  

o 

(.9 

0.1 O 

THRESHOL~ 
I l l  
2 4 

THIS EXPERIMENT ~ . ~ ~  

I I I I 
8 10  12 1/., 

½- BEAM MOMENTUM (GeVlc) 

Fig. 13. Cross section for K p ~ f~ X as a function of K momentum. The curve is a fit by eye to the 
data. 

FIG. 6: Cross section of Ω− production, K−p→ Ω−K+K0, as a function of the beam particle momentum [16].
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Fig. 1. Low-lying Ω baryon spectrum predicted by the non-relativistic quark model (CIK) [3], the relativized quark
model (CI) [4], the Glozman–Riska model (GR) [5], the algebraic model (BIL) [6], the recent non-relativistic quark
model (PR) [7], the Skyrme model (Oh) [8], and large Nc analysis [9]. The experimental data were from the particle
listings by the Particle Data Group [2].

The spectroscopy of Ω∗ resonances to confirm known three states and to search for miss-
ing states can be performed in early stage of the S = −3 programs at J-PARC. The production
cross-sections of Ω(2250) and Ω(2470) are 0.63 µb [16] and 0.29 µb [17], respectively, for the
K− beam momentum of 11 GeV/c. If we use a liquid hydrogen target with the thickness of
1 g/cm2, and assume that the 11 GeV/c K− beam intensity is 1 × 105/spill and overall detec-
tion efficiency is 10%, the numbers of measured Ω(2250) and Ω(2470) are expected to be about
22/day and 10/day, respectively.

3. Beam lines

Since the threshold of the elementary process K−p → Ω−K+K0 is 3.1 GeV/c, charged
secondary beam with the higher momentum than that of existing K1.8 beam line is required to
carry out Ω− experiments.

The construction of a new primary proton beam line (Fig. 2) is now scheduled to be completed
in 2016. The beam line “high-p” is branched from the existing primary beam line at the middle of
the beam-switching yard between the Main Ring and the HD-hall. H. Noumi proposed to modify
it to a secondary beam line “π15” in the next a few years by replacing beam-splitting magnets
with a production target and by installing several additional beam-transport magnets [18]. The
π15 beam line is designed to provide high-resolution (dp/p ∼ 0.1%) beams with the momentum
up to 15 GeV/c. Secondary beams are generated by a production target with the thickness equiv-
alent to 15-kW beam loss and delivered to the HD-hall. The beams are dispersively focused just
after the entry to the hall, where their momenta are measured with some tracking devices, and
then transported and focused to a target in the experimental area. In order to achieve high reso-
lution, second-order aberrations are eliminated at the dispersive focus by using three sextupole

FIG. 7: Low-lying Ω baryon spectrum predicted by the non-relativistic model (CIK) [14], the relativized quark

model (CI) [17], The Glozman-Riska model (GR) [18], the algebraic model (BIL) [19], the recent non-relativistick

quark model (PR) [20], the Skyrme model (Oh) [21], and large Nc analysis [22]. The experimental data are from the

particle listings by the PDG [4].
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FIG. 4 (color online). Results for baryon excited states using the ensemblewithm! ¼ 391 MeV are shownversus JP. Colors are used to
display the flavor symmetry of dominant operators as follows: blue for 8F inN,!,", and#; beige for 1F in!; yellow for 10F in$,",#,
and%. The lowest bands of positive- and negative-parity states are highlighted within slanted boxes. The eight excited states of ", with
JP ¼ 3

2
þ , that are shown within a slanted box, are Hg states 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13 and 15. Fits for the same states are shown in Fig. 1 and

identifications of their spins and flavors are noted in Fig. 3.

FLAVOR STRUCTURE OF THE EXCITED BARYON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 054506 (2013)

054506-7

FIG. 8: Results for baryon excited states using ensemble with mπ = 391 MeV are shown versus JP . Colors are used

to display the flavor symmetry of dominant operators as follows: blue for 8F in N,Λ,Σ and Ξ; beige for 1F in Λ;

yellow for 10F in ∆,Σ,Ξ, and Ω. The lowest bands of positive- and negative-parity states are highlighted within

slanted boxes. Hybrid states, in which the gluons play a substantive role, are shown for positive parity by symbols

with thick borders [23].
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